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Today news has become the most powerful weapon of communication. News influences people
from all over the world to a great extent. Every individual is very much enthusiastic and eager to get
all sorts or current news updates about the latest events and issues that are happening around him
and on a global level as well.

News can be state level news, national news and international news as well. A lot of people cling
like ivy to the TV for getting the most recent and current news headlines. This is done via various TV
news channels. All these news channels have their sources and informers in different parts of the
world who keep the media posted with all the minutest details and information of every place. Apart
from current affairs, people are very keen on knowing what is happening in their favorite movie
star's or sportsman's life. Therefore, television news channels not only give you updates about
politics but also about celebrity gossip, movie reviews, law, education, sports, crime, entertainment,
etc. Thus, you are updated about the current news of each and every field mentioned above.

Today news is also delivered to each and everyone through the internet. There are plenty of online
news websites that give you all the current news updates online. There are various sections for
sports, entertainment, politics, climatic condition updates, movie reviews, beauty and health tips,
innovations in science and technology, the best of tourist destinations, etc. online news has proven
to be a very convenient and time- saving method of getting updated with the latest news headlines.
Moreover, these websites are updated every couple of minutes and thus, you are delivered with
news that is just newborn and newfangled.

However a lot of TV channels and internet news websites are misguiding the people nowadays.
They feature even the most unwanted India news as breaking news and top news so as to attract
the eye of the viewers. This is mostly done to increase their channel's TRPs. The media ought to
realize that if they continue to do this, the people will lose faith in them and then nobody would
bother to get the latest news updates. It should be understood by the media that a certain amount of
entertainment is fine to refresh the minds of the people but they should not go beyond their limit as
an overdose of anything and everything is harmful.
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